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To Whom It May Concern

Information disclosure policy on information security vulnerabilities
This policy describes work principles of Deiteriy’s employees regarding information security vulnerabilities in
third-party products, discovered by Deiteriy’s employees.
1. During the research, initiated by Deiteriy, as well as doing a penetration testing, Deiteriy’s employees can
discover vulnerabilities in software and hardware products of third-party vendors.
2. In case of detection of vulnerabilities in third-party products, Deiteriy has the right to inform the vendor of
this fact, using vendor’s contact data that is available to Deiteriy.
3. In case the vendor responds to the vulnerability report and expresses the interest in error correction,
Deiteriy has the right to inform him about vulnerability details, contributing to its correction, and insist on the
exact date of this vulnerability correction. The term of vulnerability correction cannot exceed 6 months without
conclusive proof of necessity to define the longer term of vulnerability correction.
4. In case the vendor doesn’t respond to the vulnerability report within 14 calendar days, or the vendor
doesn’t express the interest in error correction, Deiteriy has the right to publish an information about the
presence of vulnerability, date and method of its detection by Deiteriy’s employees and details, contributing
vulnerability-related risk management, when 14 calendar days from the date of sending the first message
about the vulnerability detection expire.
5. In case the vendor responds to the vulnerability report within 14 calendar days and expresses the interest
in error correction, but doesn’t give the exact date of this vulnerability correction, or the term of vulnerability
correction exceeds 6 months without conclusive proof of necessity such a long term, or the vendor doesn’t
eliminate the vulnerability until the exact date, Deiteriy has the right to publish an information about the
presence of vulnerability, date and method of its detection by Deiteriy’s employees and details, contributing
vulnerability-related risk management, when 6 months from the date of sending the first message about the
vulnerability detection expire.
6. In case the vendor eliminates the vulnerability and releases a patch to all product users until the exact date,
Deiteriy has the right to publish an information about the presence of vulnerability, date and method of its
detection by Deiteriy’s employees and details, contributing vulnerability-related risk management, making the
reference to elimination of vulnerability description, that the vendor offers.
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